BID ADDENDUM #2
September 20, 2019

To:
Prospective Bidders/Planholders

HOUSING UTILITY CONNECTIONS PROJECT #12660
California State University Stanislaus
One University Circle, Turlock, CA 95382

Bid / Project Number: .................................. 12660
Bid Opening Date: .................... September 26, 2019
Bid Opening Time: ...................................... 2:00 p.m.

This Addendum forms a part of the contract documents and modifies the original bidding documents. Addendum shall be noted as received and acknowledged on the Bid Proposal Form when submitted as outlined in the Bid Package referenced above.

The following corrections, additions, deletions, and/or modifications to the above package, by this reference, shall be incorporated therein:

**Bid Questions and Answers**

1) What is the specific plan for existing piping that is to be demoed “to below ground” as in details 1 thru 4 on M-3 ALT. Is there a detail we can reference?
   
   **All demoed materials are to be removed and disposed of by the contractor.**

2) Are we to include the demolition / removal of housekeeping pads that are not being reused?
   
   **No, they can stay.**

3) Where will we be required to move demoed equipment (boilers, chillers, pumps etc.) to?
   
   **All demoed equipment can be moved to the temporary lay down yard to be disposed of by the contractor.**

4) Will all removed/demoed pipe & supports become recycle/trash? Yes
5). Are we to plan on supplying site sanitary restrooms/handwash stations?  
Yes inside the lay down yards

6). Will it be acceptable to place recycle/trash dumpsters in grass staging areas?  
Yes inside the laydown yards

7). Will we be receiving addenda clarifying that we are to bid alt 1?  
Addenda issued and posted September 13th.

8). Will new pumps be provided with adjustable pump stands?  
All pumps must be able to be aligned therefore adjustable.

End of Addenda No. 2